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Pacifists To Give Supplies 
to North Vietnam Red Cross
HONG KONG (AP)—The U.S. 
pacifist sailing yacht Phoenix, 
frustrated in its bid to turn over 
more than $7,000 worth of medical 
equipment first to the North Viet­
namese government and then to 
the South Vietnamese, left Hong 
Kong yesterday with Hanoi’s per­
mission to go to the North ..Viet­
namese port of Haiphong.
The surgical supplies aboard the 
Phoenix will be handed over to the 
North Vietnamese Red Cross for 
distribution to the North Vietna­
mese and to the Viet Cong, said a 
spokesman for the “Quaker Action 
Group” which is sponsoring the 
voyage.
Lawrence Scott, executive secre­
tary of the group, told a news con­
ference that the delivery of medi­
cal supplies is being carried out as 
a protest to the war as much as it
is a project simply to deliver medi­
cal aid to the people of Vietnam.
The Phoenix first arrived here 
in September hoping to go to Hai­
phong but the North Vietnamese 
refused the vessel entry because of 
the intensive U.S. bombing. The 
Phoenix then went to South Viet­
nam but she was refused permis­
sion to land the medicine.
Among the crew members of the 
Phoenix are a 23-year-old regis­
tered nurse, Maryann McNaugh- 
ton, from London Grove, Pa., and 
Walter Sims, a 37-year-old execu­
tive director of the U.S. National 
Fair Housing Association.
“Working with the freedom 
movement in the United States, I 
see ever more clearly the parallel 
between the oppressed in the 
United States and those poor and 
oppressed victims of war in Viet­
nam,” Sims said.
Police Chief Advocates 
Use™of Common Sense
Enforcement is often a case of 
common sense rather than strict 
adherence to the letter of the law, 
according to Missoula Police Chief 
Joe Hood.
In a speech yesterday to Barclay 
Kuhn’s American Government 
class, Hood said an officer’s com-
Quartet Opens 
“Luv” Tonight
The Montana Drama Quartet 
will open a five-day run of the 
contemporary satire “Luv” at 8:15 
p.m. today, in the Masquer The­
ater.
The production, directed by 
Roger DeBourg visiting lecturer in 
'drama, will be a combination of 
reader’s and conventional theater. 
According to Mr. DeBourg the 
players begin the reading seated 
on stools on the bare stage. They 
become involved in the drama they 
are creating and begin to move 
about the stage as the play prog­
resses, DeBourg said.
The fun of “Luv” comes from 
the misery of a man’s efforts to 
force his wife on another man so 
that he can remarry, he said.
The cast of Murray Schisgal’s 
play will be Firman H. Brown as 
Milt Manville, Patricia Maxson as 
his wife Ellen and Alan Cook as 
Harry Berlin.
mon sense often de t ermines  
whether the suspect should be ar­
rested and charged, or held for 
investigation.
The question of illegal posses­
sion of alcohol is a good example 
of this, he said. No person of 
drinking age in possession of beer 
will be arrested while in the com­
pany of minors, if the minors are 
not drinking.
The speech, followed by a ques­
tion and answer period, is part of 
the police department effort to 
improve its relationship with the 
people of Missoula.
Doug Chase, patrolman and pro­
gram director, said the purpose of 
this program is not to come to 
the area schools and preach to 
the students about what the law is 
and what the students must do to 
obey it, but rather to go out with 
information about the department 
and its duties.
Chief Hood said too many stu­
dents hear lectures on police bru­
tality, and forget to consider the 
positive side of police work.
Missoula police are not staging 
an all-out campaign against “pot” 
smokers he said, but the press has 
made it seem that such a cam­
paign exists.
Hood added that civilian review 
courts are good in theory, but that 
people do not want to take the 
time to serve on them. Police 
should be able to police them­
selves, he said. No citizen review 
of police action is necessary.
Artist Uses Plexiglass Tubing 
To Resurrect Famous Heroes
S p e a--k er Robe r t  A. Nelson 
showed a picture depicting Gen. 
Ulysses S. Grant with a space hel­
met on his head and nude women 
in his stomach to an audience of 
more than 100 students and faculty 
members yesterday.
The chairman of the University 
of North Dakota art department 
spoke at a “Dialogue In Art” in the 
Fine Arts Building.
The work which Mr. Nelson de­
scribes as “paintings with sculptur­
al overtones” represents the art­
ist’s attitude toward himself.
Mr. Nelson views himself as a 
19th century man caught in the 
20th century. He said that he “ex­
ploits” great American figures by 
resurrecting them into the 20th 
century via three-dimensional me­
dia.
Mr. Nelson utilizes brightly-col­
ored neon lighting and plexiglass 
tubing to resurrect his heroes.
Budget and Finance decided last 
night to recommend to Planning 
Board a $50 decrease in the 1968- 
69 Program Council director’s sal­
ary.
The present salary for Program 
Council director is $90 per month. 
Budget and Finance decided this is 
not a legitimate salary in com­
parison to the $40 per month sal­
ary the four major ASUM officers 
receive.
In 1967-68 $90 was allocated 
when the Program Council direc­
tor worked only with Ray Chap­
man, director of student activities. 
This year Tony Valach, program 
director, has been hired by the 
Student Union to work full-time 
with Program Council.
Budget and Finance also tenta­
tively approved the 1968-69 Pro­
gram Council budget at $24,000, 
$13,500 less than Program Coun­
cil Director Andrea Grauman re­
quested. The commission decided 
it does not have funds to allocate 
the requested amount.
Arnold Swanberg, commission
Mr. Nelson showed a slide of his 
representation of the Naval hero 
Adm. David Farragut. The head 
was surrounded by a neon tube of 
red. His arms were detachable, ex­
posing the skeletal bones, blood 
vessels, and muscles made of mul­
ti-colored plexiglass.
Many of the resurrected heroes 
sported space helmets. One had re­
movable air tanks attached by 
plexiglass tubes to the space hel­
met.
Others were equipped with mu­
sic boxes playing songs pertinent 
to the hero represented. Most of 
the pieces come with operating in­
structions, Mr. Nelson said.
The artist said that he enjoys 
working with 19 th century heroes 
because they represent to him “the 
good of yesterday combatting the 
ever-pressing evil of today.”
Images of Gen. George Wash­
ington, Abraham Lincoln, Annie
member, ques t ioned Program 
Council’s expenditures for enter­
taining guests. Bills to local res­
taurants totaled about $174 for the 
first month of fall quarter.
He said if Program Council con­
tinued at this rate it would spend 
about $1,500 on an expense for 
which it had been allocated $500.
Miss Grauman explained that 
the $174 bill existed because of a 
concentration of entertainers the 
first month. The bills for the fol­
lowing months were considerably 
less. A $12,230 “M” Book budget 
was tentatively approved.
The Newman Foundation is 
sponsoring an “Arts Night” in the 
Newman Center at 8 pm. tomor­
row.
The evening will be divided into 
an hour of poetry and an hour of
Oakley, Gen. George Armstrong 
Custer, Billy the Kid, Gen. Grant, 
and Gen. Lee are some other char­
acters that Mr. Nelson has worked 
with.
Mr. Nelson said his work is 
not “pop art.” He said that pop 
art deals with 20th century cul­
ture and while, it may have some 
humorous overtones it comments 
on rather than attacks 20th cen­
tury culture.
Miss UM Pageant 
Preliminaries 
To Begin Tonight
The 21st Miss UM Pageant to be 
held Sunday at 8:15 p.m. in the 
University Theater will climax a 
week of rehearsals and preparation 
by the twelve contestants.
At the rehearsal tonight, the 
contestants will be judged on ap­
pearance in swimming suit and 
evening gown. Talent will be 
judged at the rehearsal tomorrow 
night.
The first full dress rehearsal will 
be held Friday night. Saturday af­
ternoon Miss Debbie Bryant, Miss 
Kansas and Miss America of 1966, 
will advise the girls on their ap­
pearance and talent acts.
The Pageant judges this year 
are Miss Dorothy Henderson, UM 
associate professor of Home Eco­
nomics; Mrs. Dana Bunnell, UM 
instructor of modern dance; Mrs. 
Margaret Johnson, Sentinel High 
School drama director; Neil Dahl- 
strom, Hellgate High School music 
instructor; Bill Warden, Missoula 
businessman; Jack Ryan, alumni 
executive secretary and Art Rein- 
holtz, director of the UM Art De­
partment.
Tickets for the pageant are on 
sale at the Lodge desk.
jazz. Warren Carrier, chairman of 
the English department, Edward 
Lahey, instructor in English, and 
Sister Madeline DeFrees, visiting 
associate professor of English, will 
each read and explain some of 
their own poetry.
Joseph Mussulman, associate 
professor of music, and Robert 
Brock, assistant professor of for­
eign languages, will present and 
explain several jazz recordings.
Father George E. Ferguson, in­
structor in religion, said the idea 
was conceived as an adjunct to 
the curriculum which would assist 
the student in gaining an apprecia­
tion of the arts. Several professors, 
he said, felt that they could not 
present an appreciation of their 
particular field except to students 
in specialized courses in poetry 
and music and that the “Arts 
Night” was designed to be both in- 
srtuctive and entertaining for the 
student.
Father Ferguson said that if stu­
dent response is good, the Newman 
Center would sponsor programs 
such as this for other departments.
The master of ceremonies for 
evening will be Mr. Mussulman. 
There will be no charge for ad­
mission and everyone is invited.
Fog To Dissipate
Bomb Specialists To Determine 
Hazard to Greenland Population
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON—Denmark is sending a team of atomic specialists to 
Greenland to determine whether the four hydrogen bombs lost in the 
crash of a B52 Sunday pose a hazard to Greenland’s sparse population.
The absence of a radiation hazard might lessen Denmark’s concern 
about the possibility that the bombs may never be recovered.
The 1.1-megaton weapons are feared to have plunged with the mass 
of burning B52 wreckage through the 7-foot covering of ice over the 
bay.
An AEC spokesman said that even if nuclear components of the 
bombs ultimately leaked out by corrosion in the sea—there would be 
no radioactive hazard, even to fishlife in the cold area of Greenland.
Officials Want Gold Freed
WASHINGTON—The government’s top fiscal authorities asked Con­
gress yesterday to remove the requirement for a gold reserve behind 
the dollar so the gold can be free to back up U.S. international com­
mitments.
A Treasury Department official coupled the request with a pledge 
that the administration would take any steps necessary to prevent a 
run on gold that would imperil the nation’s supply.
Budget and Finance 
Seeks to Cut Salary
Newman Center To Present 
Two-Part Art Night9 Program
Olsen Predicts Strike Intervention
WASHINGTON—Rep. Arnold Olsen, D-Mont., yesterday predicted 
President Johnson will intervene in the seven-month copper strike.
Olsen said he has been in day-to-day communication with the White 
House urging President Johnson to bring a halt to rapidly rising copper 
imports and to name a board of inquiry for each of the major copper 
companies involved.
The low fog hanging over the 
Missoula area should begin to dis­
sipate tonight according to the 
Weather Bureau.
A high temperature of 32 de­
grees with a 20 percent chance of 
snow is forecast for today with a 
low of 25 degrees and a 30 per cent 
chance of snow tonight.
— ]n Clur 0 pinion —
More Than Three Years of Jabbering 
Leads to No Results in Vietnam War
Eartha Followed Agenda
Once again an American has had the courage to demand 
publicly a clear reason for the U.S. presence in Vietnam only 
to be dismissed by the Johnson establishment as being rude.
Singer Eartha Kitt, speaking at a women’s luncheon at the 
White House Thursday, said, “The youth of America today are 
angry because parents are angry—the parents are angry be­
cause they are so highly taxed and because there is a war 
going on and we do not understand why.”
Miss Kitt was one of about 50 women invited by Mrs. John­
son to talk about what individual citizens can do to combat 
crime in their communities.
Her mistake seems to be that she did.
She said “boys I know across the nation feel it does not pay 
to be a good guy today. If you’re a bad guy you get thrown in 
jail, get arrested and the government takes care of you. They 
don’t get sent to Vietnam to get shot. It pays to be a bad guy.”
Pres. Johnson’s pastor, the Rev. George R. Davis, minister 
of the Nation City Christian Church of Washington, sent a 
telegram to the White House Friday apologizing for “ill-man­
nered, stupid and arrogant actions”_by any American. He did 
not have the courage to carry his smear campaign all the way 
and mention Miss Kitt by name.
The typical reaction.
Miss Kitt had the courage to try to lift a discussion which 
otherwise probably would have degenerated into a mass babble 
about recent operations, childrens’ toilet training and bridge 
tips into the realm of relevant problems. But, as it usually the 
case, nobody wanted to talk about the professed topic of the 
discussion.
Token gestures always make for favorable press coverage. 
The problem arises when someone tries to make it into a real 
one.
It was reported that after Miss Kitt disrupted what Mrs. 
Johnson had hoped would be the mere carrying out of an 
inane social ritual, the First Lady left the room in tears.
To this, Miss Kitt said, “That’s her problem.”
She was right, and so were the pickets of the Womens’ Strike 
for Peace who demonstrated in front of the White House later 
that afternoon carrying signs which read “Eartha Kitt speaks 
for the women of America.” Ben Hansen
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By JAMES MARLOW 
AP News Analyst 
WASHINGTON (AP) — For 
three years and more it has been 
. jabber-jabber-jabber, with noth­
ing to show for it yet.
The one aim of the Viet Cong 
and the North Vietnamese is tak­
ing over South Vietnam. They 
have been stopped by the United 
States from doing it by force.
There are other possible ways: 
For example — a peace that let 
the Viet Cong become part of the 
South Vietnamese government.
Once they had their foot in the 
door then, by hook or crook, they 
might grab control. So far all their 
aims have been stopped.
Despite all the semantics about 
“could” and “would” and “will,” 
this is the basic, unchanged posi­
tion of both sides on how to start 
peaice talks:
North Vietnam says the United 
States, unconditionally, must stop 
bombing the North and get its 
forces out of Vietnam altogether.
The United States says it will 
stop the bombing but not uncondi­
tionally. Before it stops, it wants 
assurance peace talks will start 
promptly.
.South Vietnam has refused to 
give such assurance, says the 
United States cannot lay down 
conditions and declares everything 
the United States says is a “trick.” 
The reason this country will not 
stop the bombing until it gets the 
assurances it insists upon is this: 
Bombing will not win the war; 
but it does damage the North; this
keeps a lot of North Vietnamese, 
who otherwise could be directly 
involved in the war, busy repairing 
damage; the bombing does put a 
dent in the men and supplies the 
North is sending South and all this 
is a help to U.S. ground forces in 
the South.
To stop the bombing, without 
assurances peace talks could start 
right away, would let the North 
pile up men and supplies for its 
forces in the South and put U.S. 
ground forces at a great disadvan­
tage.
Instead of haggling three years, 
it might seem that if both sides 
wanted peace, or only if one did, 
peace talks could be arranged fast.
It is not that simple. If North 
Vietnam yielded to American de­
mands it would be an admission 
it wanted or needed peace..
If the United States knuckled 
under to North Vietnam—particu­
larly if it withdrew its forces—it 
would be an admission it had lost 
the heart and interest it used to 
have in stopping aggressive Com­
munist expansion.
This in turn would be notifica­
tion to the other non-Communist 
nations of Southeast Asia they 
could no longer expect American 
help against communism. The in­
evitable result: All Southeast Asia 
would fall to communism.
Underlying all this is a basic, 
selfish American motive: Unless 
the United States tries to stop 
Communist expansion while it can, 
communism will be left free to 
gobble up every nation in sight un­
til in the end the United States has 
neither friends nor allies and is 
practically surrounded.
Month after month North Viet* 
nam said that if the United States 
stopped the bombing and pulled its 
forces out of Vietnam, peace talks 
could start. For the United States 
this was too vague, too indefinite. 
It urged North Vietnam to be more 
positive and specific.
Finally, at the end of 1967, the 
North said peace talks “will start 
if the United States stops the 
bombing and ceases all “aggres­
sion” against the North. Pres. 
Johnson still wanted to know 
whether this meant peace talks 
would start promptly, once the 
bombing ended.
The North, in its latest word 
over the weekend, called this a 
“trick.” That’s where the two sides 
stand after more than three years 
of jabbering.
Preparing lor a 
Graduate school or 
Preiessianal School 
Exam?
Test yourself with an ARCO 
Exam Preparation Book
OVER 250,000 CANDIDATES 
HAVE SUCCEEDED WITH ARCO
Various Ways of Not Running 
For President Start Art Form
By ARTHUR HOPPE 
Syndicated Columnist
The big national magazines like 
Newsweek have been coming out 
with their in-depth assessments of 
who’s running for President. And 
who, does it turn out is running 
for President? Governor Romney 
and Senator McCarthy, that’s who.
Everybody else is not.
Of course, there are many ways 
of not-running for President. And 
for a better unedrs tan ding of this 
extraordinarily complex art form, 
let us turn to the world’s greatest 
authority on the subject, Mr. 
Crandall Grives, 83, of Ann Arbor, 
Okla.
Mr. Grives has compiled the al­
most unbelievable record of suc­
cessfully not-running for Presi­
dent in every campaign since 
1906.
“Well, yep,” said Mr. Grives 
modestly, catching an unwary fly 
with a stream of tobacco juice, “I 
reckon I got enough experience in 
the field to give these young fell­
ers who are not running today a 
few tips.”
And, adjusting his galluses and 
ordering another Galliano and 
branch water, he proceeded to do 
so.
“First off,” he began, “you take 
these fellers who are not-running 
secretively, like Mr. Johnson, Mr. 
Nixon and that George Wallace. 
Now they say they sure enough 
will let us in on the secret of 
whether or not they’re not running 
on the very first slow news days. 
But I say they got to be a mite 
careful.
“I tried that technique myself 
back in the campaign of 19 and 12 
and I clean forgot to announce I 
was not running till March of 19 
and 13.1 still figure that little slip 
could’ve cost me the White House. 
So I’d sure advise them to circle 
the calendar and tie a string 
around their finger.
“But I attribute most of my own 
success to not-running passively, 
like Mr. Rockefeller, Mr. Percy 
and Mr. Bobby Kennedy.
“I’d come in here to the Bide-a- 
Wee Tavern and say to the boys, 
‘Boys, I want you to know I ain’t 
running for President this year. 
Why, I wouldn’t have that job for 
a million dollars.’ (Only, if ’n I 
was Mr. Rockefeller, I’d make it a 
couple of billion.)
“And anyway, I’d sit here not- 
running all through the spring and
summer with kind of a noble 
smile on my face. And, sure 
.enough, it worked every single 
time. Not once, in 15 campaigns, 
did a solitary soul offer me a mil­
lion dollars to take the job.
“So Mr. Rockefeller, Mr. Percy 
and Mr. Kennedy can take heart 
knowing they’re on the right 
track.”
Mr. Grives was then asked about 
Mr. Reagan’s new technique of 
not-running.
“You tell me how he’s doing it, 
boy,” said Mr. Grives.
Well, he’s issuing press releases, 
making speeches and appearing on 
network television in a vast na­
tionwide campaign to show his de­
termination to not-seek the Presi­
dency.
“Son,” said Mr. Grives after a 
moment’s reflection, “you’re put­
ting me on.”
In conclusion, Mr. Grives was 
asked, as an expert who had sur­
veyed the field, which of the non­
candidates who are now secretive­
ly, passively or vigorously not- 
seeking the Presidency would 
emerge victorious.
“There ain’t a one of them, 
son,” said Mr. Grives, with the 
generosity of an old pro, “that I 
wouldn’t begrudge the same suc­
cess as I’ve enjoyed myself.”
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UC Entrance Quotas Neglect Minority Groups
Reprinted From The Los Angeles
Times, Sunday, January 7,1968 
By WILLIAM TROMBLEY 
Times Education Writer
University of California admis­
sions standards have been chal­
lenged on the grounds they dis­
criminate against students from 
low-income, minority families.
This challenge may lead to a re­
consideration of the admissions 
provisions of the Master Plan for 
Higher Education.
As written into law in the Dono- 
hoe Act, the master plan requires 
UC to select its students from 
among the top 12.5 per cent of the 
state’s high school graduates and 
the California State Colleges to 
select from the top one-third.
State Sen. Mervyn Dymally (D- 
Los Angeles) complained last week 
that new admissions tests UC is 
introducing this year will further 
reduce the already small numbers 
of minority students in the nine- 
campus university system.
“Higher education in California 
in no way represents the total com­
munity of which it is a part,” Dym­
ally, the Senate’s only Negro mem­
ber, said in a letter to Charles J. 
Hitch, UC’s new president.
CITES DISPARITY
While minority persons make up 
17% of the state’s population, they 
17 per cent of the state’s popula­
tion, they account for only 2 per 
cent' of UC enrollment and little 
more than that in the state college 
system, Dymally said.
He praised UC for making 
“strides toward teaching minority 
group and low-income persons” 
through the Educational Oppor­
tunity Program, which seeks to en­
courage disadvantaged students to 
enter UC and provides special aca­
demic help to keep them there.
But Dymally said he was “per­
plexed as to why the university 
system undertakes efforts at the 
same time which exclude minority 
group and low-income persons, 
such as the new testing require­
ment.”
Dymally added, “Ample evi­
dence is readily available to show 
that testing effectively excludes 
low-income persons from all posi­
tions.”
Dymally said a 1965 conference' 
sponsored by the Ford Foundation 
concluded that “present tests for 
college admissions were devised 
primarily for youth from middle- 
class, old American families.”
“In our own backyard,” Dymal­
ly continued, Prof. Harrison Gough 
of the Institute of Personality As­
sessment and Research at UC 
Berkeley has found that “the cre­
ative people he is currently study­
ing would also be turned away by 
the university if 'they were to ap­
ply now, because they, too, da 
poorly on admission test perform­
ance.”
UC officials said “College Board” 
tests are being employed this year 
as a means of reducing the pool of 
students from which the university 
selects its students.
HARD CORE ‘B’ AVERAGE
In the past UC has required-a 
“B” (3.0) average in certain “hard 
core” subjects, explained Dr. Frank 
L. Kidner, vice president for edu­
cational relations.
However, a study a year ago 
found that the pool of eligible stu­
dents had risen to almost 15 per 
cent.
In an effort to cut back to 12.5 
per cent UC decided to consider 
test scores, along with grades.
The scores will only be used to 
determine “borderline” cases of 
students who have 3.0 or 3.1 grade- 
point averages, Kidner said.
However, they are being re­
quired of all freshman applicants 
“because we will use the accumu­
lated data for various other pur­
poses,” he stated.
The examinations consist of a 
three - hour Scholastic Aptitude 
Test and three one-hour achieve­
ment tests in English composition, 
mathematics or science nad foreign 
language or social studies.
They cost a student $12.50 and 
are administered by the Educa­
tional Testing Service of Princeton, 
N.J.
The state colleges also require 
applicants to submit test scores. 
Some colleges favor the “College 
Boards,” others the tests prepared
by the American College Testing 
Program.
Kidner would not comment on 
Dymally’s charge that the tests 
are discriminatory, but privately 
UC and state college officials con­
ceded they are.
One administrator said, “Any 
scholastic test of any kind will tend 
to discriminate against those whose 
educational circumstances have 
not been fortunate.”
A state college official said, 
“Sure the tests discriminate, but 
in a massive system like this you 
have to have some kind of meas­
urements. We don’t have the staff 
and money needed to examine each 
student’s application in detail. We 
can just barely keep our chins 
above water in admissions as it is, 
without giving a lot of time to re­
cruiting minority students.”
However, a testing authority at 
the College Entrance Examination 
Board in New York City, one of 
three founders o£ Educational 
Testing Service, denied that the 
tests are biased.
S. A. Kendrick, a CEEB execu­
tive associate, said “evidence is 
quite slim” but seems to point to 
the conclusion that “the tests are 
not discriminating against anyone 
in the sense of predicting what 
their grade records will be.”
He said the tests work as well at 
predominantly Negro colleges as 
they do at predominantly white 
schools and that in three institu­
tions where researchers have com­
pared white and Negro students 
“the test was perfectly fair to the 
Negro.”
QUESTION OF POLICY
However, Kendrick added,  
“there is a serious policy question 
here. We obviously can’t decide for 
California whether it made the 
right decision to go to the top 12.5 
per cent for the university cam­
puses . . . but once you make that 
kind of distinction and want to try 
to find the students who will do 
best there, our only argument is 
that if you look at the kind of 
work university professors ask stu­
dents to do, then the tests are not 
unfair (to minority students), al­
though *it may very well be that 
life has been unfair to them so 
far.”
The Master Plan for Higher Ed­
ucation permitted both UC and the 
state colleges to enroll 2 per cent 
of their new students as exceptions 
to the usual admissions require­
ments.
Until a few years ago most of 
these 2 per cent exceptions were 
athletes, students who were tal­
ented in one area but who did not 
have good overall records or stu­
dents who fell slightly below the 
required grade-point average.
Now the 2 per cent rule fre­
quently is employed to admit low- 
income, minority students who 
otherwise would not qualify.
Students admitted under these 
circumstances have done so well 
that UC and the state colleges are 
pressing for expansion of the 2 per 
cent to 4 or 5 per cent. Their re­
quest is being considered by the 
Coordinating Council for Higher 
Education, which may decide the 
issue at its next meeting Feb. 19-20 
in San Mateo.
We aim to keep your 
dependable electric  
and natural gas  
service your biggest 
bargain.
YOU »  our Busmasm
SMALLER PERCENTAGE 
Kenneth S. Washington, director 
of the Educational Opportunity 
Program at UCLA, said only three 
out of 34 students enrolled in his 
program under the 2 per cent rule 
did so poorly in the fall quarter 
that they face possible dismissal. 
This is a much smaller percentage 
than among new UCLA students as 
a whole.
“This indicates to me, at least 
for the group I’m working with, 
that these admissions criteria don’t 
really work,” Washington said. 
“We’re going to have to look at soft 
data, like student potential, in go­
ing after kids from depressed 
areas, and not stick with hard data 
like grades and-test scores.” 
Washington said the new UC ad­
missions tests “will lead to a sig­
nificant decrease in the numbers 
of kids from ghetto schools who 
will be eligible to attend.”
To base college admission on 
grades alone is also discrimina­
tory, Washington said, because 
“they exclude anything that isn’t 
a numerical factor. They exclude 
factors like motivation, like depri­
vation in the home — if we can 
solve that one we’ve got a success­
ful student—like geographical dis­
tance from the ghetto to the school, 
like the ‘late bloomers,’ kids who 
fiddle around for a couple of years 
and then find themselves, but too 
late to pull their overall records 
up to university standards.” 
Washington admitted that dis­
carding grades and test scores in 
favor of “soft data” in judging dis­
advantaged youngsters is another 
kind of discrimination, but he said, 
“in my opinion it’s time we dis­
criminated n the other drection.” 
Bill Somerville, who directs the 
Educational Opportunity Program 
at UC Berkeley, also deplored the 
university’s switch to admissions 
tests.
“We’re going to have to realize 
that tests are a factor in discrimi­
nation,” he said.
Somerville does not believe that 
minority students from poor fami­
lies lack motivation for higher edu­
cation, or that they lower academic 
standards if they are admitted.
LEVEL NOT LOWERED 
“I don’t think there is any evi­
dence to point out that minorities 
lower the academic level,” he said. 
“Minority people are extremely
highly motivated, many of them, 
yet their achievement in many 
cases is lousy. Why?” Somerville 
asked, then answered his own 
question.
“Sometimes it’s because of lack 
of financial resources — why, the 
$12.50 to pay for that test is ter­
rifically inhibiting — or lack of pa­
rental encouragement or lack of 
proper counseling —- a counselor 
who has to counsel 750 kids, as 
some do in the San Francisco 
schools, can’t possibly motivate the 
kids. She hasn’t time to do any­
thing.”
Another important factor, Som­
erville believes, is something Neg­
roes call “seditty,” an expression 
ghetto residents apply to “those 
who are ‘trying to be better than 
the rest of us’. People who are 
down can sometimes be very in­
timidating to those among th*em 
who are striving to do better,” 
Somerville said.
He said educators in California 
and elsewhere, could solve the 
problem of failing to accommodate 
minority students if they had the 
will to do so.
“There isn’t anything higher edu­
cation can’t do once it gets 
started,” Somerville said. “They 
didn’t ask whether or not it was 
possible to. create a Los Alamos 
and build an atomic bomb, or 
worry about the effect it would 
have on universities. They just did 
it. I am asking for that kind of 
commitment out of higher educa­
tion on behalf of minorities.
Hitch, the university’s new 
president, does not sound like he 
is ready to lead such a crusade.
He said in an interview that “in 
the short run” the only way to in­
crease substantially the numbers 
of low-income, minority students 
would be to make drastic changes 
in the admissions requirements.
He opposes such a change be­
cause “it would lower the whole 
curriculum of the university.”
“I can’t say that (opinion) is 
based on any research,” Hitch 
added, “but it is our general im­
pression that there just aren’t large 
numbers of qualified students who 
aren’t going to some part of the 
California higher education sys­
tem.”
In an informal discussion with 
reporters several weeks ago Hitch 
said UC could help to solve prob­
lems in black-white relations by 
eliminating “all kinds of discrimi­
nation from the campus,” by in­
creasing the admissions exceptions 
to 4 per cent and by doing research 
in such fields as education, sociol­
ogy, economics, psychology and 
public policy.
HAS ‘OPEN MIND’
The new president said he has 
“an open mind” about changing 
the 12.5 per cent quota for UC en­
rollment but added, “in general, I 
would say we have a pretty good 
system here and I would be reluc­
tant to change it.”
However, there are new chal­
lenges to this point of view, not 
only from Sen. Dymally but from 
others in Sacramento.
Lt. Gov. Robert H. Finch has 
suggested that UC might consider 
enrolling the top 12.5 per cent from 
each high school in the state, 
rather than 12.5 per cent of the 
entire pool of high school gradu­
ates. Presumably he would apply 
the same standard to the state 
colleges.
The Joint Legislative Commit­
tee on Higher Education, headed 
by Assembly Speaker Jesse M. 
Unruh (D-Inglewood) is studying 
admissions standards as part of 
its overall review of the master 
plan.'
“One of the questions we’re 
studying is whether the master 
plan, in its admissions require­
ments, its comments on the geo­
graphical location of new cam­
puses, its provisions for student 
financial aid, really makes possible 
the achievement of the promise of 
opportunity it holds out,” said 
committee consultant Jerry Evans. 
“Or do we need to go considerably 
beyond the master plan to make 
this opportunity a realistic possi­
bility?”
Such study is timely, Sen. Dym­
ally suggested in his letter to 
President Hitch, because “the hour 
is late and the university must 
better represent all persons in the 
community.”
MINOR CORRECTION 
The Board of Trade Journal 
notes in its latest table of movie 
registrations that the correct title 
of a film previously recorded as 
“Plink Plonk Plink” should be 
“Plink Plunk Plink.”
Got something to sell—« message to tell Let the Mighty 
Midget work lor you with Kaimin Want-Ads.
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Former Libby Prep Star Fills Reserve Slot for Tips
Six-foot four-inch sophomore 
Max Agather came to the Univer­
sity after starring for the Libby 
High School. Max and his twin 
brother Mark led the_ Libby team 
to the Big 32 Championship their 
senior year. Max was named to 
the all-state second team.
For the Cubs last season, Max 
was the second leading scorer with 
a 12.3 average. He connected on 
51.3 per cent of his field goal at­
tempts. From the charity line, 
Agather hit 82 per cent of his 
shots. He averaged 7.5 rebounds 
per contest last year, second only 
to Mark.
In Saturday’s game with the 
Bobcats, Max enjoyed his best
WRA Basketball
Jan. 24
SK‘vs. Jesse Jets, 4 p.m.
DG vs. AOPi, 5 p.m.
Jan. 29
SK vs. Trojans, 4 p.m.
Jan. 30
Turner vs. Knowles, 4 p.m.
Jesse Independents vs. Alpha 
Phi, 5 p.m.
Jan. 31
Turner vs. Delta Gamma, 4 p.m. 
Jesse Independents vs. SK 5 p.m. 
Feb. 5




Jesse Jets vs. Jesse Independ­
ents, 5 p.m.
Feb. 7
Knowles vs. DG, 4 p.m.
Alpha Phi vs. Sigma Kappa, 5 
p.m.
Feb. 12
Alpha Phi vs. Jesse Jets, 4 p.m. 
Feb. 13
Knowles vs. Synadelphic, 4 p.m. 
Trojans vs. Jesse Independents,
5 p.m.
Feb. 14
Turaer-KKG vs. AOPi, 4 p.m. 
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night of the season, scoring 8 
points. He cashed in on two of four 
field goal attempts and made four 
of six free throws. Despite seeing 
limited action in the game, he 
grabbed four rebounds.
For the season, Max has scored 
18 points in 7 games for a 2.6 av­
erage, hitting on 50 per cent of 
his field goal attempts and 75 per 
cent of his free throws.
University Skiers 
Prepare for Meet
The Grizzly ski team will travel 
to Banff, Alta., this weekend for a 
meet, after taking third place in 
the seven-team MSU meet in Boze­
man last weekend.
Statistics, not released until yes­
terday, showed that Rick Gibbon 
tied for second place, Tim Fred­
rickson took fifth place and Rusty 
Lyons placed tenth in the slalom. 
Montana finished first in the 
slalom.
In cross country, David Lloyd 
placed seventh and Tim Potter 
captured eighth place, pacing UM 
to third place in cross country.
The Tip skiers tied for fourth 
place in downhill and took third 
in jumping, led by Mick Hage- 
stead’s sixth place finish.
Montana State, with an out­
standing Norweigian jumper, won 
the meet and the Air Force Acad­
emy placed second.
ROD LUNG
. Tour on Campus Agent for 
NORTHWESTERN 
NATIONAL LIFE
Western Montana’s Largest 
Life Insurance Agency
Branch Office—Great Falls 
Robert E. Lee, Manager
District Office, 323 Washington 
Henry L. Zahn, Dist. Manager
Home Phone—543-3138 
Office Phone—549-4154
UM Conference Affiliations Discussed
Editor’s Note: The following story 
is the first in a two-part series de­
voted to University of Montana 
athletic affiliations. This section 
contains information up to the for­




Suddenly in 1961, the University 
of Montana athletic teams were 
stranded. For the first time in 37 
years, the Grizzlies did not belong 
to an athletic conference. Montana 
and three other universities were 
left behind when the other four 
members of the Skyline Confer­
ence formed a new conference.
From 1924-50, the Grizzlies be­
longed to the Pacific Coast Confer­
ence with California, South Cali­
fornia, UCLA, Stanford, Oregon, 
Oregon State, Washington, Wash­
ington State and Idaho. In 1950, 
UM Pres. James A. McCain de­
cided that the league was “too 
rich for Montana’s blood” and 
pulled the team out of the confer­
ence.
In July, 1950, Montana joined 
the Mountain States Athletic Con­
ference, better known as the Sky­
line Conference. Other schools in 
the league were Wyoming, Colo­
rado State, Denver, Utah, Utah 
State, Brigham Young and New 
Mexico. According to Earl Lory, 
UM academic vice president who 
has served as faculty representa­
tive in conferences since 1950, 
Montana was admitted with New 
Mexico as part of a “deal.” The 
Utah schools backed Montana, and 
New Mexico had the support of the 
two Colorado schools.
Although the league was one of 
the nation’s top conferences, it had 
two major problems which led to 
its downfall, Mr. Lory said. The 
distant location of the members
caused travel problems. The trips, 
such as the long trek from Mis­
soula to Albuquerque, N. M., were 
costly.
The other . problem, Mr. Lory 
said, was the great difference in 
the enrollments . of the schools. 
Brigham Young and New Mexico, 
in particular, had grown immense­
ly since World War II.
The competition, too, was a bit 
out of Montana’s class. The Grizzly 
football team had trouble winning 
in the Skyline. The basketball 
team did,fairly well, usually fin­
ishing in the middle of the stand­
ings. The UM swimmers had diffi­
culty winning against the larger 
schools. Only the track team was 
consistently in the top third of the 
standings.
Several of the schools wanted to 
add Arizona and Arizona State, 
formerly of the Border Confer­
ence, to the league. The Arizona 
schools, however, did not want to 
belong to a 10-team league. Thus 
it was necessary to omit some of 
the schools that were in the Sky­
line from the proposed new con­
ference.
Word leaked out in Feb. 1960 
that the Skyline Conference was 
going, to disband. After at least one 
proposed conference was voted 
down, a league which included 
Wyoming, Utah, BYU, New Mexi­
co and the two Arizona schools 
was decided upon. Montana, Utah 
State, Colorado State, and Denver 
were not included.
At the time, George Dalberg, 
then athletic director, said, “Even 
though the schools we play in the 
Skyline Conference are somewhat 
larger, if Montana drops out now, 
where would we go?” Taking this 
attitude, the four stranded schools 
clung to the conference until the 
end, having made no plans for fu­
ture.
Mr. Lory described the Montana 
plight, saying, “We saw the writ­
ing on the wall, and there were no 
hard feelings.”
To complicate matters, Montana 
was in the process of an athletic 
de-emphasis, which limited the 
number of scholarships and cut 
down on their value.
In the summer of 1961, Walter 
Schwank, athletic director from 
1961-66 and currently chairman of 
the health and physical education 
department, arrived and began to 
try to organize a conference.
Mr. Schwank and Mr. Lory saw 
a conference which would have in­
cluded Montana, Montana State, 
Idaho, Idaho State, Weber State, 
Gonzaga, Nevada, North Dakota, 
North Dakota State, South Dakota, 
South Dakota State, and Northern 
Iowa. The league would have been 
divided into two divisions.
Mr. Schwank and Mr. Lory had 
gone so far as to consult Johnson 
Flying Service of Missoula to fig­
ure out the cost of a shuttle sys­
tem of transportation for the mem­
bers. With this system Johnson’s 
would have flown one team to a 
school and picked up another team, 
there and flown it back to cut 
down on expenses.
Mr. Schwank said that the pro­
posed conference has “lots of po­
tential.” It did not become a 
reality, he said, because of travel 
difficulties and variance in the 
amount of scholarships given.
There was some talk at the time 
of forming a basketball confer­
ence between Seattle, Portland 
and some other independents. One 
meeting was held but UM officials 
did not attend because they 
wanted a conference with competi­
tion in all sports.
During the 1962-63 seasons, 
Montana competed as an independ­
ent team.
NOW! FIRST TIME AT REGULAR PRICES! 
Continuous Performances: Today and Other 
Week Days at 7 P.M. & 10 P.M. Sat. & 
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Stan Yoder Called Grizzly Jumping Jack by Coaches
Junior Stan Yoder, a six-foot 
two-inch forward has succeeded 
Norm Clark as the Grizzjy basket­
ball team’s jumping jack. Yoder, a 
JC transfer from Casper, Wyo. 
Junior College, has recorded a ver­
tical jump of 39 inches.
Yoder played his prep basket­
ball at Southside High in Fort 
"Wayne, Ind., where he was all­
city and honorable mention all- 
state.
At Casper, he was named to the 
all-conference and all-regional JC 
teams.
This season, Yoder saw consider­
able action in the first few games 
and had not played much until 
Friday’s game with the Bobcats.
In that contest, he made four out 
of five field goals to help spark a 
belated Grizzly comeback.
In nine games this season, Yoder 
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Houston Listed as Top 
In Weekly Press Poll
By BEN OLAN 
Associated Press Sports Writer 
The Houston Cougars, who 
ended UCLA’s unbeaten string at 
47 games, toppled the Bruins from 
first place in The Associated Press’ 
college basketball poll Monday 
while taking over the lead them­
selves by an overwhelming mar­
gin.
Houston, a 71-69 winner over 
UCLA Saturday night, received 32 
first-place votes and three for sec­
ond while the Bruins drew only 
three for the top position and 32 
for second in the balloting by a 
national panel of 35 sports writ­
ers and broadcasters.
Thus, on a basis of 10 points for 
a first-place vote, 9 for second, the 
Cougars had 347 points to UCLA’s 
318. Houston is unbeaten in 17 
games.
The Bruins headed last season’s 
final poll and had led each week 
since the start of the 1967-68 cam­
paign.
New Mexico and St. Bonaven- 
ture, two other undefeated teams, 
gained ground. They moved up be­
hind third-ranked North Carolina.
The Tar Heels were idle last 
week, their record holding at 11-1. 
New Mexico-advanced from sixth 
to fourth after defeating Utah 72- 
66 and Wyoming 81-72, increasing 
its mark to 16-0. St. Bona venture, 
13-0, including last week’s victory 
over Canisius, climbed from 
seventh to fifth.
Tennessee, which split two 
games with Florida, dropped from 
fourth to sixth. Vanderbilt, a 74-65 
winner over Auburn for a 12-3 
record, moved from ninth to sev­
enth while Columbia also advanced
two positions, from 10th to eighth. 
The Lions, 11-3, beat Cornell in 
their only start last week.
Kentucky fell one place to ninth 
after losing to Auburn, 74-73, and 
Utah, which lost twice, slipped 
from fifth place all the way to 
10th.
The Top Ten, based on games 
through Jan. 20, total points:
1. Houston__ '  347
2. UCLA______________ 318
3. North Carolina________ 270
4. New Mexico ________  204
5. St. Bonaventure_______ 174
6. Tennessee .   139
7. Vanderbilt __________  92
8. Columbia____________ 73
9. Kentucky__________   58
10. Utah_______________53
STARTS TONIGHT!
AN EXCEPTIONAL PORTRAIT OF THE YOUNG MAN 
WHO IS PROBABLY THE MOST POTENT SINGLE 
INFLUENCE ON YOUTH IN THE WORLD TODAY!
—John L  Wasserman, San Francisco Chroaide
"Youth will make this one of the most 
popular films ever produced. It will 
quickly rank with that small number 
. of totally contemporary films that in­
clude The Beatles flicks, ‘Morgan,’ 
‘Blow Up' and a very few others.
“Dylan expresses something very, very 
important about the New Youth. Our 
sons and daughters are beyond our 
command, and Dylan offers us clues 
as to why.
“ft is the most effective presentation 
of the reality of contemporary youth 
attitudes that I have ever seen. It is 
also one of the best if not the very 
nA--.:-fct|eitnlt'ofa performing artist 
- to be shown publicly.
^ wight to be seen dozens of times!”
— Ralph J. Gleason. Sag Fragdsco Chronicle
A Film By D. A. Pennebaker 
with JOAN BAEZ





OPEN AT 6:45 PJVL 
Shorts at 7 and 9. 
“Don’t Look Back" 
at 7:30 and 9:30. 
All Seats fl.25
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Racial Tension Is Not S, Rustin Says
By BAYARD RUSTIN
© 1967, Newsday, Inc.
EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the 
third in a series of articles by 
prominent Americans giving their 
views on The Condition of the 
American Spirit today. The writers 
include social critic Marya Mannes, 
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, his­
torian Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., civil 
rights leader Bayard Rustin, Fa­
ther James J. Kavanaugh, novelist 
Saul Bellow, Rev. Billy Graham 
and psychoanalyst Erich Fromm.
It is the end of that season in 
American life again when many 
people, mostly whites, seem sud­
denly aware that they live in a 
country plagued by racial tensions. 
It wouldn’t be true to say they 
were not aware of it all along, 
since it would be impossible for 
anyone to spend a week, let alone 
a lifetime, in this society and not 
be. But they certainly act as if it 
were a surprising discovery, as if 
racial tension were a nuisance 
created exclusively by lawless Ne­
groes, without reason or justifica­
tion.
One might as well make some 
obvious points right away. Though 
Negroes may be the chief barom­
eters of race tension in our society, 
they are not the chief authors of 
it, and they certainly are not the 
ones who have done most to nour­
ish it. The credit for that belongs 
to white Americans. It is they who 
sowed the seed of bitterness dur­
ing slavery and it is they who have 
refused ever since to restore the 
full human rights and dignity of 
Negroes.
SOME WHITES SUPPORT
I am not ignoring the millions of 
white Americans who have strong­
ly and consistently suported the 
restoration of full dignity for black 
Americans. But' they have been, 
and remain, a small minority. And 
in spite of their efforts, and in 
spite of our own, the essential 
quality of American life, so far as 
Negroes are concerned, remains 
one of injustice and indignity.
The majority of white Ameri­
cans do not seem aware of how 
deep a responsibility they share in 
the making and the future break­
ing of these tensions. One has only 
to look at the way they respond 
when the centuries of Negro frus­
tration boils over occasionally into 
one form of violent behavior or 
another. From Reconstruction, up 
through the modem protest move­
ment, right up to the current pe­
riod of urban disorder, white so­
ciety has been more quick to in­
voke the police power than the 
remedy of social program. The 
most recent example of this was 
the derision and laughter with 
which our congressmen greeted 
proposals for a rat eradication pro­
gram in our ghettoes. While they 
were laughing, the rats were still 
biting Negro babies and the anger 
of the black ghettoes was still 
mounting. This reflected a sickness 
of spirit and an appalling insensi­
tivity to the degrading conditions- 
in which people live. On the other 
hand, our lawmakers rushed vig­
orously to the support of a riot bill 
aimed specifically at suppressing 
Negroes.
SOCIETY IGNORES
Not only is the society built on 
violence, but it also, for those pur­
poses it deems to be in the white 
interest, tolerates violence. This is 
one of the distinctive marks of the 
national character. Further, in the 
face of the unjust social conditions 
that prevail among Negroes, it has 
established a framework within 
which a number of young Negroes 
respond violently to frustration. 
This is something the society 
should not ignore in judging the 
behavior of young Negroes.
But it does. The tendency is still 
to condemn Negro violence while 
ignoring the conditions that lead 
to Negro violence and while ignor­
ing, as well, the essential violence 
of the American spirit. A response 
of this natured implies clearly that 
in the eyes of the majority of the 
society Negroes are the villains 
rather than the victims, by and 
large, of American race tensions. 
It Is a response, in other words, 
that rejects a belief both in the 
Negro’s humanity and in his rights 
of equal citizenship. It denies white
American complicity in the de­
grading conditions in which Ne­
groes live, and it implies an 
unwillingness to join in any mean­
ingful attack upon these problems.
Of course, particularly when 
criticizing the role of the national 
government in all of this, no one 
as1 closely associated with civil 
rights activities as I have been can 
ignore the fact that especially over 
the past six or seven years the 
executive branch of the federal 
government has moved with vigor 
and concern against some of the 
historic roadblocks to Negro free­
dom. Yet, as commendable as have 
been the efforts of Pres. Kennedy 
and those of Pres. Johnson (before 
he gave highest priority to the 
problems of the Vietnamese), no 
assault has yet been made on the 
economic problems of Negro life 
massive enough to make a crucial 
difference. Not a small part of the 
reason for this is that, in the area 
of domestic social legislation, there ■ 
has been a gap between the will of 
the Chief Executive and the will of 
the Congress. In any event, after 
more than a century of promise, 
Negroes are still not free, and 
therefore one can reasonably and 
rightfully indict a century of in­
difference and injustice without 
detracting from the efforts of two 
of the more progressive and social­
ly concerned presidencies in this 
century.
And yet, though it is not a pleas­
ure to admit it, America itself has 
been lucky in the insistency of the 
Negro’s assault upon racial preju­
dice and tension. This assault, from 
Reconstruction to the present time, 
has been enormously more bene­
ficial to America than to the Negro 
himself.
IN LONELY MOTION
Especially since the turn of the 
century, the Negro, in constant and 
often lonely political motion, has 
kept American democracy alert 
and flexible. By his challenge of 
racial codes throughout the coun­
try, segregated education and pub­
lic facilities, and Jim Crow voting 
practices, etc., the Negro has not 
only kept our democracy from set­
tling down into smugness and 
atrophying into racist and other 
kinds of reaction, but has also 
given it another chance to realize 
itself more justly in the lives of 
its citizens and more attractively 
in the eyes of the world. This rev­
olutionary process, goes on, and it 
is one that I have no doubt will be 
ultimately successful.
But that is not all. The Negro 
struggle awakened and energized 
a whole new generation of Ameri­
can students, creating in them a 
new sense of idealism, a new 
awareness of their relationship to 
the politics of their time, and a 
new concern for the state of their 
republic. These young people 
threw themselves vigorously into 
the civil rights struggle in the
North and in the South, helped 
abolish the last vestiges of Mc- 
Carthyism on the American cam­
pus, strengthened the peace move­
ment, and brought critical intelli­
gence to bear on the conduct of 
American foreign policy.
STRUGGLE WENT ON
Our struggle went on to revital­
ize the American liberal con­
science, providing it with a reso­
nant domestic issue at a time when 
foreign policy seemed to offer it 
the only meaningful arena for the 
expression' of its civilized con­
cerns. The renewed concern with 
the problems of poverty was a di­
rect result of the sustained Negro 
drive for a decent life, and there­
fore the war on poverty, for blacks 
and for whites, as inadequate as it 
is, must be counted as one of the 
genuine contributions of the Negro 
struggle to the broader American 
social revolution. By no means 
least, the Negro struggle exposed 
a variety of political and racial 
bigotries which for a long time had 
remained hidden behind the facade 
of our pious democratic rhetoric. 
By showing them up, the Negro 
movement left no doubt as to 
which of our groupings were work­
ing firmly within the tradition of 
democratic principles, and which 
of them were simply exploiting, 
for their own dark designs, the 
protection offered by these prin­
ciples.
As we must see, many of these 
efforts deeply affected and, in some 
respects, even changed the face of 
American life. But much of the 
good that America derived from the 
black struggle has not been trans­
lated proportionately in Negro 
life, particularly the lives of those 
Negroes left out of the civil rights 
gains, those left in the slums of our 
big cities, those stranded without 
money and without food in the 
rural areas, and those left behind 
by the technological and automo­
tive revolution. Even now, while 
the country is spending hundreds 
of thousands of dollars a day for 
each Viet Cong killed, it is spend­
ing no more than $50 a year per 
person in the war on poverty.
CONDITIONED UNCHANGED
So the stark conditions of the 
Negro underclass remain virtually 
unchanged. Unemployment among 
Negro teenagers is triple that of 
whites; unemployment among Ne­
gro adults is double that of whites; 
the medan income gap between 
Negro and white has widened; 
there are more Negroes in segre­
gated classrooms now than there 
were before 1954; the slums have 
grown more intolerable, and show 
no immediate signs of improving.
All of this increases the tensions 
in American life. Indeed, it is 
scarcely surprising today more and 
more young Negroes in the urban 
underclass are becoming convinced 
that a violent confrontation with 
white society is both necessary and
inevitable. After doing more in re­
cent years than any other native 
American group to make American 
democracy realize itself, many 
young Negroes are now on the 
verge of losing all faith in democ­
racy.
It is at this point that we begin 
to see some of the negative effects 
that the Negro’s response to in­
justice can have upon the society. 
I am speaking, of course, of the 
supermilitancy, looting, rioting and 
burning in which black despair is 
now being expressed. Given the 
peculiar way in which the white 
society tends to respond to Negro 
violence, activities such as we wit­
nessed this summed could well 
push the races further apart and 
risk the possibility of a militant 
racial confrontation in America. 
Specifically, these activities could 
create a climate in which the fears 
and passions of whites and blacks 
could be organized and political­
ized by demagogues and opportun­
ists; and a situation could well 
come about in which the whites 
opt once and for all out of any 
responsibility for social progress 
and redress for the society’s non­
whites. Ultimately, the present sit­
uation could well set the country 
upon a course of political and ra­
cial repression that could end for 
many years to come the American 
dream of a civilized multi-racial 
relationship.
OPPORTUNITIES EQUAL
But the opportunities for avoid­
ing such a future are equal to the 
dangers that such a future poses. 
The current circumstances present 
a challenge to the growth of a 
courageous national leadership and 
the development of a national will 
dedicated to the eradication of the 
conditions that threaten to tear 
society apart. The development of 
this leadership and this will de­
pends upon a number of things. 
But chiefly it depends on the un­
derstanding and acceptance of the 
uses of social planning and that 
there is nothing necessarily un- 
American in such planning.
In any event ,the continued deg­
radation of the Negro’s social and 
economic life is not going to be 
reversed without conscious social 
planning. The health and educa­
tion of Negro children are not go­
ing to be radically improved with­
out social planning. And millions 
of unskilled, unemployed, and un­
der-employed men are not going 
to be put back to work or assured 
of a steady income without social 
planning. Such planning, of course, 
must' be democratic in nature. It 
must also be one of the objectives 
of such planning to recognize the 
need for public programs and 
guaranteed incomes, for it is no 
longer possible for private enter­
prise to, on its own, put the vast 
majority of workers in this country 
back to work: the government will 
have to serve as what has been 
called “the employer of last re­
sort.”
LEADERSHIP NEEDED
But none of this will be possible 
without the leadership and the 
will. And the leadership and the 
will will not be possible as long 
as our society continues to be 
plagued with the self-delusion of 
security. This is perhaps one of 
the greatest dangers we face as 
people, for the pursuit of individ­
ual security, while ignoring the 
need of ^t in the lives of other 
people, can lead to the death both 
of social concern and the soul of 
leadership.
Moreover, I believe there is only 
one kind of genuine security, and 
that is the realistic confrontation 
of insecurity, both within and 
around us. Our society as it exists 
today is profoundly insecure, for 
whites as well as for blacks, and 
there will be no exit for any of 
us until we voluntarily confront 
the fact of its existence and devel­
op out of that confrontation a cen­
sus of will and determination to 
create a mutual security for all. It 
is not as difficult a job as it might 
seem. It requires only the courage 
to concede each man’s right to life, 
liberty and the pursuit of happi­
ness.
© 1967, Newsday, Inc.
NEXT: Father James J. Kava­
naugh looks at the American 
Spiirt.
SOUTHERN GRAND CANYON 
The Breaks of the Sandy, called 
the Grand Canyon of the South 
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Numerous Reasons Cited for Rental Increase
Specialized Report 
By KATHEE HARSTAD 
The Smiths visited the Browns 
this week. They flew into the city, 
rented a car at the airport and 
drove to the Browns’ house. Since 
they were expectng guests, the 
Browns had rented extra beds and 
a high chair for the visiting baby.
Mr. Brown took advantage of 
having company and recruited Mr. 
Smith to help him finish the base­
ment floor. They rented a sander. 
They wives made new dresses on 
rented sewing machines.
To honor their guests, the 
Browns had a party and rented 
several chairs and a matched set 
of glasses. On the wall hung an 
original rented modern painting.
The Smiths left this morning 
and like Cinderella at the stroke 
of midnight, the Browns’ home re­
turned to normal — one bed, four 
chairs, unmatched glasses and an 
inexpensive print hangs on the 
wall. They had rented everything 
that they needed for their visitors. 
The slogan of one of Missoula’s 
rental businesses is "Live like a 
king; rent everything.”
DO IT YOURSELF 
Workers have so much more leis­
ure time that “do - it - yourself . 
projects have become very popular 
with men. To feel useful around 
the house and fill time he isn’t 
spending working, he does his own 
painting, lawn work and repair 
jobs. Because each chore requires 
different equipment, he cannot in­
vest in all kinds of tools and finds 
it is cheaper and wiser to rent.
One rental dealer said renting 
tools often teaches people to use 
equipment they might not other­
wise learn to use. It is ridiculous, 
he said, to buy a cement mixer, for 
example, which a man may never 
have used, to make a patio or an 
outdoor fireplace. He does better to 
rent the mixer than try to store 
and maintain such machinery.
There are many reasons for 
renting. Some things like airplanes 
are too expensive to buy. They can 
be rented or chartered. Other 
things like welders are too spe­
cialized to keep in a garage or a 
basement for years between the in­
frequent uses. Still other things 
like extension ladders are too big 
to store.
HOBBIES STARTED 
Hobbies can be started or de­
veloped by renting equipment. 
Sportsmen can rent guns and rifles, 
water skies and boats and rafts, 
snow skies and golf clubs at recre­
ational centers. Repeated renting 
of these things can lead to a later 
purchase. The do-it-yourself-er 
may decide to take up carpentry 
as a serious hobby and buy the 
saws and power tools he needs 
after he has rented them long 
enough to get really interested in 
the hobby and has discovered that 
it would be worth the expense to 
buy tools.
Rental rates are reasonable. 
Rates are charged by the hour, 
half-day, evening, day week or 
month. Fees for renting may be 
paid in advance or upon return 
of the item depending on the rental 
firm. Sample rates for a day at 
one Missoula dealership are:
Car rental rates vary from $11 
a day or $56 a week plus lltf a mile 
to $12 a day or $63 a week plus 121 
a mile depending on the type of car 
rented and the rental firm. The 
companies with franchises in Mis­
soula have a $7.50 minimum charge 
and a $15 drop charge on cars 
taken to another city with a com­
py equipment, crutches, hospital 
beds, walkers and bedside tables 
can be rented. Hospitals often rent 
these things to out-patients too.
U-Hauls and National Trailers 
are available at five places in Mis­
soula. One thousand dollars cargo 
insurance, road service, a hitch 
and a hook-up are included in the
9  Missoula Rental Business Booms
•  Leisure Time Promotes Renters 
9  U Students Are Customers
•  UM Rents Students’ Art Work
pany francise. One company has 
a fleet of wild cars, or one-way 
cars, which can be taken any­
where in the country and dropped 
at any city where the firm has a 
dealership. One company has a 
truck rental business and another 
has compact cars to rent. One even 
gives S & H Green Stamps with 
each car rented.
Included in the rental price is 
insura T’«e, gas, oil and free deliv­
ery. The dealers have a reservation 
servi'-', and renters can use credit 
cards for payment.
All the dealers claim to have 
done an increased business in re­
cent years by having offices at air­
ports or meeting planes. They say 
airplane travelers do rent most of 
the renting cars. Most of the lines 
get extra cars for the summer 
months to accommodate the extra 
business.
FIRMS RENT TOO
More and more commercial firms 
have become renters. Contractors 
are renting scaffolding rather than 
buying it, and this has become one 
of the big renting items. Renting 
scaffolding saves the contractors 
not only on upkeep but also it 
solves the problem of storage and 
inconvenience of moving it from 
place to place because the rental 
firms provide a delivery service at 
the usual rate of $1 a load within 
Missoula. To deliver a load beyond 
the city and to Frenchtown, for ex­
ample, would cost about $5, but 
the rental dealers will make de­
liveries outside the city.
Industrial firms have found the 
value of having a rag service. Clean 
rags are distributed and the dirty 
ones picked up each week for 
laundering. This service also pro­
vides mops and other janitorial 
supplies. For other cleaning jobs, 
mops, vacuum cleaners, polishers 
and scrubbers are available from 
various companies. Most of the 
rental companies sell shampoos, 
detergents and other supplies re­
lated to rental equipment.
Like the rag service, there is a 
diaper service for busy mothers.
CLOTHES RENTAL
Formal tuxedos can be rented 
from men’s clothing stores, and 
there is a costume rental shop 
that does most of its business with





around Halloween time, when peo-
Punch bowl with ladle and
12 cups .................
3’ x 8’ banquet table .... 
Sherbet glasses, a dozen__
pie need costumes for masquerade 
parties.
Invalid needs are available at 
some drug stores and from rental 









No Cleaning Saturday ...
Clothes in by 4 p.m. Friday
Pick Up Before 1 p.m. Saturday 
HOLIDAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CENTER
rental rate. The trailers can be 
left any place that has a franchise 
for that company.
Sound equipment as stereos and 
tape recorders can be rented from 
both sound dealers and from gen­
eral rental businesses. TV sets are 
also rentable from the same 
sources. Cameras and projection 
equipment can be rented at various 
businesses. Restaurants can rent 
juke boxes, and vending machines 
are rented and serviced by the 
rental firm. Some music stores of­
fer a rental service on musical in­
struments with an option to buy 
the instrument. A catering service 
specifically for receptions and wed­
dings is available.
SUMMER BUSINESS GOOD
Summer is generally the best 
time for all rental businesses since 
most of the renting is done by 
do-it-yourself-ers and by people 
having extra guests and who need 
extra furnishings. The major non- 
seasonal rental items are party 
goods and dishes, which are rented 
year-round according to a rental 
dealer. Winter months are the 
slowest for most items, except, of 
course, snow shoes, toboggans and 
skis. Skis can be rented only at 
ski recreation areas; general rental 
firms do not offer ski equipment.
Rental business proprietors say 
that UM students are generally 
good renters since they are such a 
mobile class and certainly haven’t 
had years to accumulate all kinds 
of tools and equipment, nor have 
they the room to store many items. 
One said that they may even rent 
more than most residents because 
of this mobility. Most often they 
rent party goods like punch bowls, 
glasses and dishes for social func­
tions. Student apartment-dwellers 
often need floor polishers and rug 
shampooers.
STUDENTS RENT TOOLS
Another dealer said most of his 
University business is with the 
young men who rent tools to work
on their cars. Students are renters 
of unusual equipment too. One 
student rented a Hilty DX300 
which he said he used to put up 
curtain rods.
Almost' everything can be rented 
from large construction cranes to 
exercising machines, which, one 
owner said, are rented mostly just 
before summer swimming season, 
when winter fat must be worked 
off, and right after the holidays. 
The rest of the year they sit in 
rental shops idle.
ART WORKS RENTED
University students and staff are 
renters and the University itself is 
in the rental business. Art stu­
dents rent their works. Not all 
works can be rented; some are only 
sold. Usually the larger and more 
expensive pieces can be rented. 
The usual rate is three dollars. The 
students themselves handling the 
renting of sculpture, pottery and 
large paintings. They say students 
and townspeople rent more often 
to try the work in their homes 
than to impress guests with their 
affluence or good taste, although 
some do rent for that reason.
This is the general trend for all 
renters; they need some piece of 
equipment only once in a while and 
find that it is cheaper to rent it for 
a short period than to buy it and 
have the problem of financing or 
storage or maintenance. Since peo­
ple move so often, they find it even 
more difficult to store and move 
the little-used eqiupment. Other 
items are too expensive to own 
for so little use and others rent be­
cause they just don’t seem to have 
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You’ll only hear 
what you want 
to  hear.
L e a r  J e t  s t e r e o  e i g h t  f o r  c a r s
ALL MODELS OF LEAR JET STEREO 
PLAYERS ON SALE.
Car Unit—$99.98 Save $20
Home Units Too; All 8 Tr. Stereo 
Cartridge Tapes Specially Priced.




Saturday and Sunday, January 27 and 28.
All Interested Sign Up At Dean’s Office By 3 
p.m. Friday.
Meet In Lodge 11:30 a.m.
SATURDAY, JANUARY 27
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Paris Without Old Brasseries 
Is Not An Intellectual’s Paris
EDITOR’S NOTE: Paris without 
its old brasseries? Hemingway 
would protest. So would Picasso, 
Miro, Ezra Pound and Georges 
Pompidou. Fans of the colorful 
brasseries are campaigning to pre­
serve the midde-priced havens, 
favorite eating and drinking haunts 
of artists and intellectuals.
PARIS (AP)—There’s a cam­
paign afoot to preserve some of the 
colorful haunts of Hemingway, 
Ben Franklin and many others 
who knew Paris in “the good old 
times.”
“Paris wouldn’t be Paris without 
its old brasseries,” says Jacques 
Gauthier, 41, promoter of the new 
“Paris Committee for the Safe­
guard and Prestige of the Bras­
series of the Good Old Times.”
The word brasserie literally 
means brewery, but more com­
monly signifies a cafe or restau­
rant which specializes in light 
drinks and substantial food.
French brasseries bloomed 
around the turn of the century. 
They were consistently good, mid­
dle-priced havens. In times when 
the average French home was 
drab, if not musty, their glittering 
rococo splendor made them every 
man’s castle.
The artists and intellectuals 
homed in to their polished wood 
warmth. A few dreamers among 
them even called such places “the
C L A S S I F I E D  ADS
Deadlines: Noon the day preceding 
publication
Each consecutive insertion _
12 errors are made in advertisement, 
immediate notice must be given the 
publishers since we are responsible 
for only one Incorrect insertion. 
PHONE 243-4932
1. LOST AND FOUND 
FOUND: Men’s homrim glasses on
campus. CaU 243-5211._________ 51-3nc
LOST: Brown, wool sports hat in 
Business Administration Building last 
Thursday morning. 543-4000._____50-3e
4. IRONING
I’LL IRON men's shirts, 15 cents; pants, 
20 cents. Phone 549-0539 or come to 119
5. 5th E„ Apt. B. _ 47-t£c
6. TYPING
TYPING, fast, accurate. 243-4122. 51-4c 
TYPING. Former corporate secretary.
9-67Q4.______________________ 42-tfc
RUSH TYPING. 549-8074. 42-tfC
TYPING. Mrs. Don Berg, 240 Dearborn.
643-4109.  8-tfc
TYPING. 543-8733._________  41-tfc
TYPING. FAST, ACCURATE, EXPERI- 
ENCED. 549-5236._____________ 41-tfc
17. CLOTHING
SEWING AND ALTERATIONS, reason- 
able, near University. 543-3295. 50-tfc 
WTT-T. DO ALTERATIONS, years of 
experience. Specialize Univ. women’s 
and men’s clothing. Call 543-8184. 11-tfc 
EXCELLENT alterations, 3 blocks from 
campus. CaU 549-0810. _  7-tfc
18. MISCELLANEOUS 
LOOKING FOR LUV? You can find it 
in the Masquer Theater this week. It’s
fun. ______________   51-3c
WANTED FREE :* Postage stamps, scenic
glctures (calendars, etc.), P. O. Box 334, utte. 42-tfc
19. WANTED TO BUY 
HOME IN UNIVERSITY AREA, 3 or 4 
bedrooms, family room and fireplace. 
549-9459._____________________51-3c
21. FOR SALE
PANASONIC RQ-105S portable battery- 
powered tape recorder, 3-inch reel, $25. 
Call 542-0287._________________ 51-4c
AM GOING in the service. Must sell ’63 
Chevy II, 6 cylinder. Call 549-4622. 51-3c 
1962 CORVAIR, completely overhauled 
engine, automatic. Call 549-0952 after 5 
p. m. 51-3c
SKI BOOTS, like new. size 10. New $85. 
will sell for $30 and wooden skis, $10.
549-5642._____________________ 50-4c
BY OWNER, 3-bedroom, full basement, 
attached garage, wall to wall carpet. 
University district. CaU 542-2517 after 
5 p-m. 47-5c
T.V.’s, new and used. Stereos, tape re- 
corders, radios, guitars. Sales and guar­
anteed service, Koekl T.V., 541 So. Hig-
glns Ave._______ ____________ 41-tfc
1955 CHEVY, 6-cylinder, needs some 
work. $125 or make offer. 549-5887 or 
243-2793. Ask for Ron. 49-5c
SKYDIVERS. 28-foot, double “T” para­
chute, jumped 9 times, $50. Phone 
2-2622 after 6 pm.____________49-4c
22. FOR RENT
Furnished  two bedroom basement 
apartment, 542-0070. 50-4c
Wa r m , c o m f o r t a b l e , d is t in c ­
t iv e  3-bedroom duplex, $166. One 
block from  campus, no pre-high school 
children or pets. Phone 549-3815. 40-tte
brooding place of modem civiliza­
tion.” —
But times change. Some of the 
most famous brasseries have gone 
tinsel modem, or sold out to shoe 
merchants. The remaining score or 
more have seen their customers 
grow steadily old and gray while 
youth parades to “les drugstores” 
or “les pubs” to drink “Coka" and 
play “les flippers”—pinball ma­
chines.
YOUTH UNAPPRECIATIVE
“The youth of today doesn’t 
know how to appreciate nice 
things,” sighs Gauthier. “We’d like 
to start attracting them. It’s only 
a question of mode. We’re all mak­
ing money on the clientele we 
have, but we’re thinking about the 
future.”
Gauthier’s own brasserie, Chez 
Mollard, is filled every lunchtime 
with admirers of the sparkling mo­
saic ceiling, pink marble pillars, 
teak trim and rare Sarreguemines 
China wall pictures—including a 
wild part in the Toulouse Lautrec 
style.
Far across town are the best- 
known brasseries, the cavernous 
palaces in Montparnasse which 
sheltered Picasso, Miro, Ezra 
Pound, Elliot Paul, John Dos Pas- 
sos. Only one retains the flavor of 
the times, the Coupole.
Hemingway would find many 
haunts considerably changed. He 
said so, in fact, in 1956 when he 
dropped into the Closerie des Lilas 
where he used to work in a quiet 
comer over a cheap coffee. This 
time he quaffed a not-cheap Scotch 
and soda. A brass plaque marks 
the spot.
Closerie proprietress Jacqueline 
Milan points out another plaque 
which reads V. I. Lenin.
She explains that despite the 
addition to an expensive restaurant
to the Closerie, “Jean-Paul Sartre 
and Simone de Beauvoir some­
times come to the brasserie, but 
never together. Miss de Beauvoir 
wrote ‘La Force d’Age’ at that 
table about six years ago.”
VIP’S VISIT
At the virtually unchanged Bras­
serie Lipp, the list of current cli­
ents is more impressive than dur­
ing the good old times—Premier 
Georges Pompidou, Foreign Min­
ister Maurice Couve de Murville, 
actor-director Orson Welles, enter­
tainer Maurice Chevalier.
The Lipp crowd was upset by 
the opening next door of the Drug­
store de Saint-Germain de Pres 
and its associated movie theater. 
For weeks afterward, a “private 
club” sign hung on the door to dis­
courage the sidewalk traffic trade.
Ben Franklin’s surviving hang­
out, the Procope, opened in 1686 to 
sell coffee and sherbert across from 
the French National Theater. When 
Franklin died, a black mortuary 
chapel was erected in the Procope 
for a week’s mourning. It is said 
that a Lt. Napoleon Bonaparte 
once left his hat at the Procope as 
security when caught short of 
funds.
For sheer decor, nothing matches 
the high rococo ceiling, crystal 
chandeliers, gold leaf and nude 
paintings of the Brasserie de la 
Gare de Lyon, located above a 
busy railroad station.
The Brasserie art works have 
just undergone a painstaking res­
toration, the third since they went 
up in 1900. In addition, the kitch­
ens have been relocated and mod­
ernized, all to the tune of about 
$400,000.
“The investment is a measure of 
our confidence in the continued 
success of the brasserie business,” 
explains owner Georges Neu.
CONCERNING V
•  Applications for the UM 
“Brain Bowl” are available at the 
Lodge desk and must be returned 
by Feb. 1. Applicants will take a 
written test Feb. 3. The “Brain 
Bowl” will be Feb. 8 and 9 in 
M115.
•  Donna Clawson, A n d r e e n 
Hubble, Liz Hoffbrant, Liz Town, 
and Ellen Tutsker were selected as 
members of Orchesis during try­
out held Monday night.
•  The Lutheran Center will 
sponsor a discussion “The Gospel 
According to Peanuts” at 8 p.m. 
today at 532 University Ave.
•  Eddie Schodt, diplomat in 
residence, will speak on “The Tim­
er Import-Export Problem of Ja­
pan” at the International Forestry 
Seminar tomorrow at 7 p.m. in 
F201.
•  Applications for AWS chair­
man of the Miss Wool pageant are 
available at the Lodge. Completed 
applications must be turned in to­
day at the AWS office in Turner 
Hall.
•  Kaimin editor and Kaimin 
Business manager will be selected 
Monday by Publications Board. 
Applicants must have a 2.5 GPA 
and previous newspaper experi­
ence. Letters of application must 
be turned in at the Lodge desk by 
4 p.m. Friday.
•  Group leader applications are 
available at the Lodge desk. Stu­
dents may apply for freshman or 
transfer group leaderships. The 
deadline for returning applications 
is March 1.
•  IFC formal rush will be this 
weekend. Men must register with
►China Cabinet — ______ — 40JG
►x.V.-Stereo-Radio Combo ___ 75AM
►Zig-Zag Sewing Machine ___ 50.00^
►Desks ________  8.00 A upJ
^Miis Chairs__________ 1.00 & up4
►Trash Burner ___ __________ $20,003
►Clean Baby Items______ 50c A d m
^Dining Room S ets------- 30.00 A up^
►Stow-a-way Bed (New) ------- 39.953
► Ask Us About Used Carpet. ◄
►  B R O A D W A Y  W E S T  1
►  U S E D  F U R N I T U R E  ◄
►  Across from Wright Lumber i
►  Hlway 10 W. 549-3401 Z► J  
Ea a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a J
Andrew Cogswell, dean of men, 
and pay a $1 fee.
o James Pickett of the MSU 
botany department will speak at a 
seminar of UM botanists today at 
3 p.m. in NS 307.
•  Pictures for student identifi­
cation cards will be taken tomor­
row from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Main 
Hall 205.
•  Democrats who wish to cam­
paign for Sen. Gene McCarthy will 
meet Thursday at 8 p.m. in the 
REA building.
Bill Gregg, state chairman of the 
McCarthy campaign, and Rep. 
Russell Doty Jr., Cascade County 
legislator, will address the meet­
ing.
Douglas Campbell, treasurer of 
the Missoula County Democratic 
club, said the McCarthy campaign 
would strengthen state and local 
Democratic causes, and would at­
tract many former active Demo­
crats who would otherwise be sit­
ting out this campaign.
Blow Yourself
B p  P O S TE R  S IZ E
2 ft. x 3 ft.
Get your own BLO-UP Photo 
Poster. Send any Black and White 
or Color Photo from wallet size 
to 8 x  10/ or any negative from 
2% x 2% to .4 x 5 inches. We 
will send you a 2  ft. x 3 ft. 
BLO-UP . . . perfect POP ART 
poster. $4.95 Ppd.
Send any Black and White or 
Color Photo from 4" x 5“ to 8“ 
x 10”  or any negative 2% x 
3% to 4”  x 5", we will send 
you a 3 ft. x  4  ft. BLO-UP 
$7.95 Ppd.
Add N.Y. or N J . Soles Tax 
• No C. O. D.
Send Check or Money Order to:
Ivy Enterprises/ Inc*
431 -  70th Sh
Dept. 122 Guttenberg, NJ. 
Original Photo or Negative 
returned.




WRA officer’s council, 6 p.m., 
WC108.
WRA executive board, 6:30 p.m., 
WC108.
AWS House of Representatives, 
4:15 p.m., Turner Hall, AWS of­
fice.
Orchesis, 7 p.m., WC104.
Jop Opportunities, 6:30 p.m., 
UCCF House.
Planning Board, 4 p.m., Activi­
ties Room, Lodge.
WRA, 6:30 p.m., Women’s Cen­
ter.
Ski Club, 8 p.m., LA 103.
TOMORROW
Young Democrats, 8 p.m., LA139.
Draft Counseling, 5 p.m., UCCF 
House.
Christian Science Organization, 
6:30 p.m., Music 103.
Leadership Camp Committee, 
6:30 p.m., Activities Room, Lodge.
Royaleers square dancing, 7:30 
p.m., Territorial Room 3, Lodge.
Organizational meeting, popular 





The Internal Revenue Service 
will interview seniors in business, 
arts and sciences and law. Posi­
tions open are tax technician, rev­
enue officer, special agent, estate 
tax examiner and revenue agent.
Today and Tomorrow 
Weyerhauser Co. will interview 
juniors in forestry for summer, 
work. Seniors in business and for­
estry may apply for positions in 
sales, production, forestry and ac­
counting.
Tomorrow
The University of Oregon Col­
lege of Business Administration 
will interview graduate and under­
graduate business majors for over­
seas programs.
Tomorrow and Friday 
Great Falls Public Schools will 
interview teacher candidates.
THE BARGAIN OF THE CENTURY
THE WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Salad, Garlic Toast, Tea or Coffee
and




Hwy. 93 South 1106 Bdwy.
549-9417 543-7312
THE DEADLINE FOR PAYMENT OF 
SENTINEL BILLINGS TO MAIN HALL 
IS JANUARY 26. IF BILLS ARE NOT 
PAID BY THIS DATE YOUR SENTI­
NEL ORDER WILL BE CANCELLED.
Opens tonight








Box Office opens 
noon daily.
IT’S FUN!
8 — MONTANA KAIMIN irk Wed., Jan. 24, 196S
